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Recently, dramatic changes have occurred in the patterns of population distribution within the United States. These have resulted largely from changes in migration behavior. People are making migration decisions which are quite different from those made before the middle 1960's, often choosing types of destinations that have not been growing since before the turn of the century. Previous migration patterns, which were fairly consistent for several decades, included movements from smaller to larger urban centers and significant movement from rural to urban areas. Now there is a tendency toward movements down the size hierarchy of urban centers and movements from urban areas to rural areas (principally rural areas near metropolitan centers, but also a surprising number of isolated rural areas and small towns). Similar patterns have been observed in other developed nations.

This Resource Paper will acquaint the student with the rapidly emerging migration patterns in the United States. We want to know about recent migration decisions that are, and will be, affecting the overall distribution of population. The new migration patterns will be contrasted to older ones to develop an appreciation for the recent changes in locational decisions. Ideas of migration theory, especially those relating to decision-making, will be presented so that the student can fully appreciate the fundamental mechanisms underlying the patterns that can be described by maps. This approach is used so that we may speculate on migration trends in the near future, not just through simple extrapolation of current patterns, but by predictions based on generalizations which may have longer-term validity.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASS USE

This Resource Paper can be used in conjunction with any course that deals with population distribution, migration patterns, or migration processes. Basic ideas of migration theory are introduced in a straightforward manner and are tied to the migration patterns that can be observed on maps (which are used extensively in the paper). This, along with appropriate references to the literature, will enable the instructor and student to extend discussions to a variety of issues that are linked to migration. In addition, the paper introduces some data sources and some techniques of data gathering, organization, and analysis so that the student may apply many of the ideas in actual empirical work. In sum, the student is provided with the foundation— theoretical, factual, and methodological—to be challenged to think about future population movement, changing population distribution, and their implications.
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I. THE STUDY OF MIGRATION

Migration can be thought of as the movement of people from one residential location to another. Social scientists in many different disciplines have studied migration—perhaps because the idea of choosing a place to live is such a common experience, or perhaps because such decisions have implications for all aspects of life in which social scientists have a valid interest. Economists have approached the study of migration by hypothesizing that people move from one place to another on the basis of job and other economic opportunities. Sociologists and demographers have often studied the population components (sex, age, occupation structures) of groups of migrants and the impacts migration has had upon the population composition of origin and destination areas. Anthropologists commonly study the problems resulting from two groups with different cultural traits and traditions suddenly living in proximity because of migration by one or both groups. Geographers have studied both the spatial patterns of migration streams and the locational decision-making process of potential migrants. Other social scientists have studied the migration behavior of specific groups of people (e.g., gerontologists studying elderly migration).

This paper will draw upon the work of and consider the viewpoints of many different social scientists. But it will take a distinctively geographic view, focusing upon locational decisions, spatial patterns of migration, changing spatial patterns of population distribution, and the resultant impact upon places. This is because migration is a fundamentally spatial process.

In this approach, two kinds of ideas will be discussed, ideas which apply to individuals and their decision-making behavior, and ideas which generalize about aggregations of people. The traditional approaches to migration study tend to use aggregate ideas and concepts, whereas the individual decision-making approach is relatively recent. Nonetheless, both ideas are necessary for a full explanation of migration, and the two kinds will be interwoven in this paper as we attempt to show how individual location decisions sum to aggregate patterns of population distribution.

The first set of ideas, introduced in the next section, are of the aggregate kind and address the importance of migration relative to other forms of population change in the overall growth or decline of places.

II. MIGRATION AS A COMPONENT OF POPULATION CHANGE

Demographic Equation

Migration is only one way in which the population of places can change. The demographic equation is a simple mathematical expression which shows the contribution of different population processes to the population change of a particular area during a specified period of time:

\[ P_2 = P_1 + B_1 - D_1 + IM_{1-2} - OM_{1-2} \]

Where, \( P_2 \) is the population at time 2
\( P_1 \) is the population at a previous time 1
\( B_1 \) is the number of people born during the time period between times 1 and 2
\( D_1 \) is the number of deaths during that period
\( IM_{1-2} \) is the number of in-migrants during that time period
\( OM_{1-2} \) is the number of out-migrants during that time period

The equation says that the population of a place at a specified date \( P_2 \) (say 1980) is equal to the population at a previous date \( P_1 \) (say 1970) plus or minus changes due to births (fertility), deaths (mortality), and migration during the interim period (1970-1980). In essence, it specifies a population system, usually with geographic boundaries (a county, state, or metropolitan area, for example); then adds to the population persons who enter the system through births or in-migration, and subtracts those who leave the system through death or out-migration. The difference between births and deaths is often referred to as natural change and the difference between the in-migration and out-migration is referred to as net migration.
Natural and Migrational Population Change

The relative importance of the natural versus the migration components of population change of a place varies with the geographic scale of places examined. At the very broadest scale, taking the world as a whole, there are (as yet) no in- or out-migrants—all population change is accounted for by the relative importance of births and deaths. When we examine population change country by country, natural change remains the dominant component, although there have been very significant population changes in the past because of migration (e.g., European immigration to the U.S. in the late nineteenth century). Very few countries today show either significant percentage growth or percentage decline as a result of migration. There are some fairly large population movements across international boundaries, including “temporary” labor migrations among several European countries, refugees displaced from some African and Asian countries (including hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese to the U.S.), and considerable numbers of illegal immigrants to the U.S. from Mexico and the Caribbean. But most of these movements have not had major importance in either reducing a population problem in the origin country or greatly accentuating a population problem in the destination country (although problems often arise in particular places within the destination country). In sum, the explanation and understanding of contemporary population change from country to country lies in the birth and death rates—the “population numbers’ problem” in most countries is a problem related to excess births over deaths, not to immigration or emigration.

When we examine population change within most countries, however, migration is usually a more important factor than place to place variations in natural change. Within the U.S., place to place variation in net migration is much greater than the variation in either birth or death rates. Figure 1 illustrates this for individual states where natural change 1960-1970 is plotted on the horizontal axis and net migration on the vertical axis. Natural change varies from about eight percent to about twenty-seven percent, whereas net migration varies from minus fifteen percent to nearly plus fifty percent. If no one were to move between states, we would still have differential population growth—those states with younger populations and or large native (American Indian, Eskimo) populations would grow at the fastest rates. But the variation in growth because of migration is even greater.

These states which “broke even” because of migration (e.g., Indiana, Oklahoma, Minnesota) can attribute their total growth to natural increases, but there are nonetheless large in-flows and out-flows of migrants and important changes in the composition of the population because of migration. Indiana, for example, has a net immigration of over 32,000 blacks, considerably increasing the black population of that state, compared to an overall net out-migration of 58,000 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971:35). Also, as a result of migration, there are places within most states that are growing or declining rapidly, rendering the overall state net migration

![Figure 1: Natural and migrational population change components, by state, 1960-1970. Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1971: Table 18).](image)
and migration at a place are not independent of each other. The movement of different types of people in and out of an area can alter the natural components of change there, just as the natural change can influence the propensity of a population to migrate. To illustrate, most states in the U.S. gained through an excess of births over deaths during the 1950’s except for a hand of counties extending from southern Iowa, through northern Missouri, into northern Kansas. For decades these agricultural areas had been losing young persons through out-migration (both to regional centers such as Kansas City, Omaha, and Des Moines, and to California), leaving a residual population with an elderly age structure. An excess of deaths over births resulted. Conversely, population increases from natural change have been augmented in places to which young families immigrants are attracted. Other interrelations between natural and migrational change will be noted later in this paper.

Our exploration of population redistribution resulting from migration will be conducted largely at a geographic scale broader than the state level, often using the county as a unit of analysis because it is the smallest geographic unit for which data are readily available. It is critical to understand the migration process at this scale in order to explain population change.

Predicting Components of Population Change

Demographers study all three of the basic population processes (birth, death, and migration) to understand the mechanisms by which the populations of places change through time, usually by looking at past changes, and to make predictions of future populations for planning purposes. We can learn from their efforts.

When examining population change in the past, we can specify the total population at the earlier and later dates (P₀, Pₜ, in the demographic equation) fairly reliably from census figures, and counts of births and deaths are typically available from vital statistics for the interim period (although all of these are subject to error). The measurement of migration, however, is often difficult. Residential movements across administrative boundaries in the United States are not recorded, so are birth and death statistics within administrative units. (In many countries of the world, especially in Europe, persons moving to a new parish or county are required to register their new address—a procedure which may have undesirable attributes, but which produces excellent migration data.) Consequently, demographers must resort to various ways of estimating migration. One simple method is to calculate the natural change and add (or subtract) that to the earlier population figure (P₀). The result, which is the predicted population at the later date had there been no migration, is then compared to the actual population at Pₜ; the difference is a net migration figure. A problem encountered in this procedure is that individuals may be born and counted in the total births, then migrate out of the area, just as people may migrate in, then die and be counted in the death figure. Although their numbers can be estimated, actual migrants are not being counted, just a residual "net" total of people who cannot be accounted for as entering or leaving the system through birth or death.

When attempting to estimate the components of population change in the future, a new set of difficulties arises. Births must be predicted on the basis of the past birth rate, estimates of the number of females in the population of childbearing-age, and socioeconomic and family characteristics of the population which relate to the propensity of that population to have children. Predictions of deaths are based on the previous death rate, the age structure of the population coupled with knowledge of the death rates of various categories or "cohorts" (we expect a higher overall death rate in a population with greater numbers of people in age cohorts over sixty, for example), and additional information such as socioeconomic and occupational structures. Fairly sophisticated and successful models have been devised for the prediction of births and deaths in the short run.

Prediction of migration in the future for particular places is more difficult. Many approaches to the problem attempted to predict net migration on the basis of labor market conditions (wage levels, composition of the labor force, etc.), Such a model seems satisfactory in many situations, especially when applied to rural areas. However, the accurate prediction of net migration suffers from the fact that a net migration figure can result from vastly different numbers of migrants. A net figure of 10,000 can be the result of 100,000 in-migrants to a place and 90,000 out-migrants from a place, or equally the result of 10,000 in-migrants and no out-migrants.

The Lowry Hypothesis

Lowry (1966) noted another problem with the attempts to predict net migration. After examining migration among major metropolitan areas in the U.S., he concluded that "a better approach would be to predict separately the in- and out-migration components of the net migration total. Using the example of the San Jose, California and Albany, New York metropolitan areas in the 1950's, he showed that in- and out-migration may be responsive to different factors. San Jose, with about the same metropolitan population as Albany in 1960, had a much more favorable economic and job climate in the 1950's and had four times as many in-migrants between 1955 and 1960 (203,000 versus 52,000). Apparently in-migration was related to economic conditions. However, both places had about the same number of out-migrants (Albany with 71,000 and San Jose with 74,000)—apparently out-migrants were not responding to economic conditions. The result, which has become known as the "Lowry Hypothesis," states that 1) in-migration to a metropolitan area tends to be a function of labor market conditions at that place, with individual migrants responding to job and wage incentives, and 2) out-migration from a metropolitan place is unrelated to labor market conditions there.

More recent studies (Morrison, 1971; Alonso, 1972) have taken up the cause of the Lowry Hypothesis and have shown how out-migration is indeed related to such
variables as the age structure of the population (young adult age cohorts being prone to migrate regardless of economic conditions), the percentage of the labor force in manufacturing (manufacturing populations being more stable), and the proportion of the population who are perpetual movers (reflecting the tendency for some people to be "movers," an idea to be discussed later). Other researchers have documented factors which might be related to out-migration and not to in-migration, including the "pull" of nearby places, the size of place, and the proportion of government workers in a place.

Although there is still debate surrounding the Lowry Hypothesis (Trott, 1971, Renshaw, 1974), with some researchers concluding that out-migration does respond significantly to economic conditions (especially in the longer run), it is often preferable to consider the two components of net migration separately. This is because aggregate out-migration from any place is the result of a set of individual decisions to move (regardless of destination), whereas total in-migration to a place is the result of a whole set of individual decisions of where to move (regardless of origin). These two decisions are often made on the basis of quite different factors, as we will show in the next section.

In this paper we will consider out-migration and immigration separately whenever possible, but will use net migration when only such data are available, or when a measure of net migration is adequate to make a point about the growth or decline of a place. The next section then, examines the migration decision and other individual-level ideas which have a bearing upon the understanding of aggregate patterns of migration.

III. MIGRATION DECISION-MAKING

The migration process involves households or individuals making decisions about moving their residences to other locations. A single individual moving from one apartment to another or from one city to another, two single individuals breaking away from their respective households to live together, a family of two adults and one child moving from an apartment to a house, a large family including children, parents, and grandparents moving from one location to another—all can be thought of as part of the migration process. There are a variety of circumstances surrounding individual moves, and there are different degrees of participation of individual migrants in the decision-making process. Some individuals are directly involved in the decision-making process, whereas others, such as small children, do not participate directly in the decision but have their interests taken into account.

The decision to migrate from one place to another is not only a decision to change a specific residential environment (house, yard, neighborhood) but is a decision to relocate the "home base" for the household’s activity space, that set of places with which the household interacts on a regular basis for work, shopping, recreational, social, or educational purposes. The decision, therefore, represents a change in both the specific site of the household and its relative location.

Traditionally studies of migration made a distinction between local movers, persons who move within the boundaries of a county, and migrants, persons who cross a county boundary while changing residential location. Researchers and planners still use this distinction as a convenient method of counting migrants as they affect the growth or decline of counties. Essentially this is a demographic equation mentality—those migrating into or out of the geographic system (county) are migrants and those staying within (even though they may have changed residence) are not. When considering the decision-making aspects of migration the distinction may have little meaning. In terms of distance moved, for example, a great variation is possible for movers, an even greater variation is possible for migrants, and considerable overlap between the two is possible. In Figure 2 the household migrating from A to B moves a considerably greater distance than the one moving from C to D; yet only the latter is said to have "migrated." The latter is also put in the same category, in the statistics, as the household moving 500 miles from E to F. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that crossing a county boundary will significantly change the residential environment or the activity space of a household. The definition of "migration" therefore presents difficulties to the researcher interested in specific aspects of the decision-making process.

Figure 2 Relationship between various residential migrations and county boundaries.
An alternative way of describing migration makes the distinction between 1) partial displacement migration—residential moves that disturb only part of the household’s activity space and thus are usually local in nature whether or not a boundary is crossed, and 2) total displacement migration—longer distance moves in which not only the residence but also the entire activity space is moved (Roseman, 1971b). This is a satisfying classification because it effectively distinguishes types of moves on the basis of reasons for moving, information sources used in the decision, and impact upon the household. Aggregate data collecting efforts, such as the U.S. census, do not include information on specific moves, much less on activity spaces. Nonetheless such a classification is useful in theory and in studies using individual survey data.

It is important to remember that migration is an act that involves both changing the residential environment and the activity space. We will find later, for instance, that some areas have experienced recent growth because of persons making total displacement migrations, whereas other areas are gaining only because it is possible for persons to move there while moving only part of their activity space in the process (partial displacement migrations). In the latter case persons often choose a nonmetropolitan site, but keep part of their activity space in a metropolitan area. The key to growth for such nonmetropolitan places is their access (within 100 km or so) to urban amenities such as jobs and shopping.

The Decision: To Move

In discussing specifics of the migration decision we shall separate ideas related to the decision to move from ideas related to the decision where to move. Although we recognize that the two decisions are often hard to distinguish and are sometimes made simultaneously, thinking about the two separately allows us to learn much about the total migration act.

The decision to leave a place (to move) is often a very ordinary, and even an expected, part of life. In Western society there are regularities in individual and family life cycles. At key points in that life cycle, decisions to move are very common. An individual often leaves home upon graduation from high school to form a new single-person household. With marriage or two moves usually occur. As a family expands, housing needs often change, again causing a decision to move. (American middle- and upper-middle-class young couples typically move from an apartment to a house when they have children—even to a larger home when the family expands further.) When children grow up, older couples may move into smaller quarters as a result of this key change in housing needs. Separations and divorces, or other changes in family structure, similarly lead to one or more moves.

Career cycle factors are likewise related to migration. The procurement of an initial job upon college or high school graduation, job transfers, layoffs, or even promotions to a better job in a different location can be related directly to residential movement. Job promotions may indirectly cause migration by supplying the needed financial boost for a family to move to a new dwelling. Similarly, an upwardly mobile family often attempts to "match" the status of its dwelling and neighborhood to the status of its new job. Finally, retirement frees people of one key element in the activity space—the work place—and provides additional leisure time, thus typically stimulating thoughts of migration.

An age mobility graph (Figure 3) illustrates the result of these life and career cycle factors. For migrants who stay within a given county, as well as for those who cross county boundaries, the greatest mobility occurs in the age cohorts between twenty and thirty-four years. People are going through many of the key points in both cycles during this time. Those factors relating to longer distance (total displacement) migrations, such as going off to college or taking a job after high school, come somewhat earlier than those relating to local moves, such as family formation and expansion or job promotion—hence the difference in the curves for the two types of migrations.

The graph also shows that along with this large group of migrants goes a set of secondary migrants, their children in the age cohort five to nine years. One can also see an increase in the mobility rate for between-county migrants in the sixty-five to sixty-nine age cohort which includes many persons at the retirement point in the life cycle, and in the very elderly age cohorts where many persons are leaving their own homes for institutions or homes of children or other relatives.

Other decisions to move have little to do with life and career cycles. Some are essentially forced migrations that result from inner city urban renewal projects, highway construction, or dam-reservoir projects. In such cases the decision to move is not made by those who migrate, but by a governmental body. The decision on where to

Figure 3. Relationship between mobility and age, migrants between and within county boundaries, 1965-1970 Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1973, Table 193).
move is left to the individual—such persons, in effect, become refugees.

Other decisions to move are related to perceived neighborhood conditions. Threats to property values, to the safety of their neighborhood, or to school quality have put some families in a position of feeling little choice but to move. On the other hand, many of the poor or minority persons may feel so threatened, but in effect feel that there is no choice but to stay because they lack the knowledge about places to go.

There is one final important element in the decision to move. It has been said (and often by the Census Bureau) that about twenty percent of the American population moves every year, tempting the conclusion that everyone moves every five years. But such estimates are counting moves, not movers, and single individuals may account for more than one of the moves. During any given period of a few years, we have a set of “movers” and a larger set of “stayers.” This is the mover-stayer concept, stating that a majority of individuals—movers—accounts for most of the moves in a population (Morrison, 1971). This concept holds in many countries having different societies and different levels of development.

Accounting for this concept, in part, are the large numbers of people in the very mobile age range of eighteen to thirty-six years and the moves associated with key life cycle points. Also accounting for this are some persons who just seem to move a lot. They come from all socioeconomic categories and racial groups, but may be persons who are somehow unsettled (or unsettled), perhaps occupationally unstable or socially restless. It has been observed that a person or family is most likely to move again right after having moved (except for persons making the major investment of purchasing a home) and the probability of moving again declines with time at a given place. As people establish social and economic roots in a neighborhood or community, they tend to stay in that place. As familiarity with a place increases through living there, loyalties often increase and the thought of considering moving elsewhere fades. Some of the movers, then, are those persons who never establish the ties, never settle in.

The Decision: Where to Move

The key to understanding the “where” aspect of the migration decision is in the information gathering process. Through various media (both interpersonal and mass) and through more direct cognitive processes, people learn about the attributes of potential places to live. Wolpert (1965) uses the concept of place utility to describe the basis upon which people make migration location decisions. It is the value (or utility) assigned to various places as potential places to live. Place utility theory contends that individuals weigh this value for alternate places about which information is known, compare them to the current place of residence, and migrate to one of the alternatives if it has sufficiently high comparative place utility.

People use numerous criteria to judge places, but these are always conditioned by the potential migrants’ general knowledge of places and their ability to gather further information as part of the search process. Two types of information ultimately weigh upon the location decision: 1) information that people gather throughout their lifetime to form a general set of long-term place preferences—their place utilities or location preferences without necessary reference to migration, and 2) information that people gather about places, often a limited number of places, when they seriously contemplate a move. These latter places are called the search space.

The two types of informational inputs to the migration decision—long-term place preferences and search spaces—are discussed in turn, followed by a discussion of the factors relating to the choice of one particular place as a destination.

Long-Term Place Preferences

People are continually acquiring and storing information about places. Some is locational information—where places are with reference to other places or with respect to some other reference system (direction, distance, country, region, etc.). Also stored is information about the content of places—major landscape elements, population characteristics, and other attributes that might have a bearing upon “what it is like to live there.” These combine with locational attributes to form a total site and situation image of potential places to live.

Geographers and others have attempted to measure these images over the last few years. A common research procedure is to ask people to evaluate different neighborhoods in a city or different states in the United States as potential places to live. The result is then mapped as a preference map (often referred to as a mental map). In this procedure people place their evaluations next to the name of each neighborhood or state on the research map and then rank the states most desirable as a place to live. Today’s young adults grow up in Illinois, sixty-two percent in the Chicago suburbs. Their preference for the West Coast, Colorado, and Illinois is apparent, as is their dislike for the Deep South.

Figure 4 is an example of a preference map exercise given to a sample of University of Illinois undergraduate students in early 1976. They were given a list of state names and asked to rank the six most desirable as a place to live and the six least desirable. Most of the students grew up in Illinois, sixty-two percent in the Chicago suburbs. Their preference for the West Coast, Colorado, and Illinois is apparent, as is their dislike for the Deep South.

1 It is argued that formal education in the United States is presently lacking because location, or “place name” geography is not taught in elementary and secondary schools as it used to be. Today’s young adults population is said to be locational ignorant, not knowing where Vietnam or India is located, not to mention Attica or Anchorage.

2 The alternative is to give people outline maps of the area in question and have them evaluate places as they perceive them on the map. This is as much a test of their locational knowledge as it is of their preference for places. A combination of the two methods is, of course, possible.

3 This pattern is typical of that found in similar studies. Gould and White (1974), for example, found positive images of the west Coast, Colorado, plus the home states for students in Minnesota and Pennsylvania, and California. These groups were also unanimous in their aversion to living in the Plains States and the South. Alabama students.
The same survey that resulted in Figure 4 was given to University of Illinois students. Source compiled by author.

In attaching attributes to place names, individuals have a tendency to make spatial stereotypes—viewing the entire place (e.g., the state) as having the characteristics of a particular spot they know about, or in any case generalizing specific information beyond the area which is known (e.g., generalizing about the Midwest on the basis of one visit to Ashtabula, Ohio). To illustrate, the same survey that resulted in Figure 4 was given to similar samples of University of Illinois students in 1970, 1971, and 1972. The results were nearly identical with those of 1976 except that New York was consistently in the top ten desired places in the earlier surveys but was rated last in 1976. The 1976 class had just been exposed to several months of extensive media coverage of the fiscal problems in New York City. To these students, the language symbol “New York” came to be identified with serious problems and the entire state as a place to live suffered in their preference maps.

Partly because of the tendency to stereotype, the geographic scale at which preference maps are measured has a significant bearing upon the outcome. If we had asked the sample individuals to respond to symbols such as “New Orleans,” “southern California,” “San Francisco,” “northern Michigan,” or “Baltimore,” the overall preference maps could have come out differently. To many people, those parts of states conjure quite different images from their respective state images as a whole.

There are several information gathering processes that can play an important role in forming preference maps. As suggested above, exposure to mass media is one of them. The geographic content of television news and entertainment, newspapers, magazines, movies, books, and recordings all, in the long run, help to shape preference maps. One of the reasons New York City’s fiscal woes received so much exposure relates to its position at the top of the urban hierarchy and its associated central position in the dissemination of news and information (headquarters for television and radio networks, wire services, and publishing activities). Traditionally there has been a large volume of information emanating from New York City—when the news is bad a bad image is spread far and wide. Other forms of mass communication enhance place images by repeated mention or coverage of particular places. Popular recordings in the U.S., for example, have gone through locational fads that at various times emphasize such places as New Orleans, “Philly,” “Motown” (Detroit), California, Georgia, West Virginia, and the Rocky Mountains.

Information for preference maps can be obtained through other mechanisms, including travel experiences, discussions with others about their travel and residential experiences, and formal educational experiences. Travel may be particularly important since seeing places firsthand tends to make them more “real” to many people. As leisure time for Americans has increased, more vacation travel has ensued, and the relationship between vacation travel experiences and choosing a place to live has probably increased (a topic we will explore later).

We do not yet know the extent to which these general preference maps are directly important to migration decisions. We do know that, at a very general level, places that get high preference ratings, such as California, Colorado, and Florida, have been growing rapidly because of migration. We also know that preference images influence the growth or decline of certain categories of places. For example, there is a propensity for whites migrating from greater than, say, 100 km. to avoid central cities in metropolitan areas which have high percentages of black population, high crime rates, and other social and environmental problems. However, whites moving from the suburbs are not so affected.

Since there are many other factors that influence the decision of where to move, general preference maps do not necessarily predict where an individual will locate. The first tangible act in the decision is to begin a search after having made at least a tentative decision to move. By understanding this search process we can shed light upon some of the other factors.

Search Spaces

The set of places that the potential migrant seriously considers is a search space (Brown and Moore, 1970). The concept is best discussed at two different geographic scales, a broad national or regional scale for persons considering a move from one locale (city, town, or rural area) to another, and the local scale for potential migrants within a city, town, or local area.

At the broader scale, search spaces may be geographically extensive or severely constrained. Single persons upon graduating from college may have several job possi-

---

1. See Francaviglia (1973) and Ford (1971) for discussions of locational aspects of popular music production.

2. For a discussion of this issue see Lloyd (1976).
abilities and even several job offers at a variety of locations. Their perceived lack of tie to a place, coupled with a drive to see other places, may allow serious consideration of all these locations. Their actual choice could be highly influenced by that idealized preference map which they have been fashioning over the years.

More realistically, however, might be the case where only a few feasible places are included in the search spaces. As a matter of fact, in a survey of 696 migrants during the early 1960's, Lansing and Mueller (1967, 211) found that sixty-four percent did not consider any alternative to the place they actually chose. The migration decision was essentially a choice between the former residential location and one other. Many of these persons, with such limited search spaces, were transferred by their employers, others had lined up a job before moving, and still others had gathered information regarding jobs only at that particular place. The decision of where to move is made simultaneously with the decision to move in many of these instances.

Millions of migrants, both black and white, used limited search spaces during the last several decades in moving from the rural South to the East, Midwest, and West Coast. They usually based their choice of destination not on having a specific job prospect, but upon the lure of friends and relatives who had migrated previously to a particular city. These friends were the only information source (defining a one-location search space) and often helped to cushion the shock of entering the urban environment by helping the migrants find a job, sometimes even by housing the new arrival for a time. Many such migrants gave no thought to moving to any other place. This dependency upon friends and relatives has been typical of immigrants to the United States as well.

Often migrants go back to the place where they grew up or where their family roots are found. Those return migrants have limited their search spaces to and made their locational decision on the basis of a place about which they have knowledge through previous residential experience. Again, limited search spaces are the rule.

Retirees also tend to have limited search spaces. At the retirement stage of the life and career cycles, many persons are moving to locations in a better environment (e.g., nice climate), but do not define large search spaces across broad areas with desirable environments (e.g., the entire “Sun Belt”). Instead they depend upon their own travel experiences, moving to that place where they had been vacationing annually for numerous years, the reasons for choosing a place to live converging with the reasons for choosing a vacation spot. This is illustrated by the findings of a recent study of persons migrating to Florida (Sly, 1974). Of 1333 migrants interviewed, 984 (about seventy-four percent) had visited Florida one or more times prior to moving to that state. Of those 984, about two-thirds traveled to Florida for vacations (as opposed to business trips, visiting family or friends, etc.) and almost ninety percent of the travel experiences in Florida were for more than one week. Other retirees depend upon friends and relatives to define their search spaces. Numerous retirement communities in Arizona, Florida, and elsewhere lure retired persons from the

East or Midwest through a chain information process in which friends influence each other. One person or couple makes the move, then advertises the advantages of the new environment to their friends. Thus, long-time friends (or relatives) can retire at the same locale and maintain close social contact.

It appears that search spaces at a national scale are indeed limited for the majority of migrants. The residential location of friends and relatives, previous residential experience, and travel experiences, all factors influencing general preference, seem to be very important in defining limited search spaces beyond which many potential migrants do not continue searching.

When migration within a local area is considered, a greater number of alternative locations typically comprises the search space. Using newspaper want ads, consulting real estate agents, soliciting friends’ and relatives’ opinions and assistance, and literally searching by visiting potential sites, are all processes that influence the search space. Information sources that depend upon others (friends, relatives, real estate agents) play a very important role. The cognitive preference maps of others, formed on the basis of their experiences in the local area, can greatly influence a search space.

This is particularly true of migrants who are arriving from a different locale and must, in addition to choosing a locale, choose a specific site within. Such persons have two search spaces—one at the broader geographic scale (national or regional) and one at the scale of the local area of the destination. The second search space typically must depend upon the preference maps of others, often resulting in the choice of a residence which turns out to be undesirable because of the limited input of the migrants’ own preferences. The result is that such migrants frequently move again within a year or two within that local area.

Locational constraints are instrumental in defining the local search space. The principal work place of the household may be used as a reference point around which a maximum radius is defined for including locations in the search space. In small communities and cities up to 200,000 or so population, this radius may encompass the entire community, but in larger metropolitan areas this is likely to limit the search space to one part of the metropolitan area. Perhaps a more realistic idea of the work place as a locational constraint is that a radius is defined, within which potential migrants are indifferent to distance to the workplace, and beyond which distance to work is traded off with other attributes of the potential residential site. In this case, successively greater distances to work beyond, the critical radius will be acceptable only for sites with greater and greater attractiveness (in terms of cost, neighborhood environment, character of the home, etc.).

1. See Palm (1976) for an examination of the influence of real estate agents upon search spaces.
2. Adams (1969) has argued that general mental maps, search spaces, and migrant destinations within metropolitan areas tend to be limited to sectors radiating outward from the center partly as a result of the structure of transportation systems in cities and the associated resistance to travel across the center of the city.
3. This idea is akin to the “fronteries zone” concept suggested by Getis (1969)
In individual cases, location with respect to places of other regular activity might limit the household search space. Access to certain types of schools, shopping facilities, and church or club locations, for example, may be important enough to a household so that they "screen" locations initially on the basis of these factors.

Other constraints are economical and racial. The realities of American urban life are that the poor are quite limited in their search spaces—limited to private or public low-cost housing. Similarly, most minority individuals are excluded from vast areas both within major central cities and especially in suburban areas. This puts a particular hardship on low income and minority blue-collar workers whose jobs have moved from central city areas to suburban areas with the recent out-migration of industry. It is difficult for them to commute outward, given the structure of public transportation systems in American cities, and difficult for them to move their residences outward.

Choosing a Destination

The choice of one place for residence out of those comprising the search space is the last decision in the migration act. At the broad geographic scale, acquiring a job or a job transfer may almost dictate that choice, as it dictated the search space. For other migrants, job-related reasons and the attraction of urban amenities have always been important, but on the increase are reasons related to climate, recreational opportunities, and rural life-style. Later in this paper we will explore how these reasons for choosing a destination have had important impacts upon the differential growth of places over the last several decades.

At the narrower (local) scale, choosing that one destination is usually an act of matching the household needs and desires to a place, subject to job location, and racial or economic constraints. Household needs and desires are clearly related to life and career cycles—hence, the decisions to move and where to move have close affinity. This is one of the processes by which relatively homogeneous neighborhoods, defined on the basis of income, ethnicity, and stage in the life cycle, for example, tend to develop and to characterize our metropolitan areas.

Brown and Holmes (1971) have also suggested that in the final decision, at the local level, the place chosen tends to be near the center of the search space. If this is so, the search process may be one of searching around the ideal location to confirm that the final choice is actually the best (at least the best in a locational sense, or near the center of that broader environment that is preferred).

For a discussion of recreation amenity factors in migration see Varti (1976).

IV. MIGRATION DATA

Numerous sources of data are available to social scientists in the United States for the study of migration behavior and the resultant spatial patterns of migration. The ideal way to study individual migration behavior, including reasons for the decision to move, formation of search space, and reasons for choosing a particular destination, is to survey a large number of persons via questionnaire or personal interview. Surveys on a large scale, however, are rarely large because of the great cost involved. As a result, most survey research has been somewhat limited in sample size and is usually location-specific; in the sense that only migration within or to a specific locality is studied.

Assuming that the researcher is interested only in movers (and not stayers), it is inefficient to use random samples of an entire population to isolate only migrants. Instead, researchers typically use various other methods to initiate the identification of movers who are subsequently surveyed. For example, lists of new customers are often obtainable from utility companies (gas, electric, and water companies). These lists typically contain only households who have moved into the community served by the company, giving the researcher a list of persons with a common migration destination from a variety of origins (a type of in-migration field to be discussed shortly). Sometimes similar lists are obtainable from local "welcome wagon" representatives who combine utility lists with other sources to identify new arrivals.

Occasionally, lists of persons changing address within a community can be obtained from utility companies, but more commonly used sources for such data are telephone and city directories. It is possible to take a sample (or deal with the entire listed population if the community is small) of persons listed at time t and look for them at time t + 1 (say, one or two years later). Those who are found at the same address are non-movers, those found at a new address are local movers, those who are not found are either out-migrants, persons who died, persons who changed their names through marriage or other processes, or persons who are just no longer listed (those who drop telephone service for example). The reverse process can be followed by.
tracing persons backward in time and identifying the alternative outcomes, including this time, the identification of possible in-migrants to the community.

Another source is the use of post office forwarding address cards (or lists made from the cards) which are in the public domain and which identify local moves plus the forwarding address of persons moving out of the community. This latter feature makes this source unique and potentially valuable to researchers.

All of the above migration data sources are subject to very important biases. Most are biased against the poor and or minorities and, in addition, are less accurate and less easily obtainable in large cities. Yet the use of these sources and other methods of obtaining survey data are valuable to migration researchers in their efforts to understand migration behavior.

Broad patterns of migration, however, are virtually impossible to obtain through survey methods. We must rely upon large scale government sponsored data gathering efforts. One example is the one percent Social Security survey, which is done yearly and provides information on the migration of persons employed or looking for employment and subject to Social Security taxes. Another advantage of these data is that we can get yearly pictures of migration flows within the U.S., but disadvantages include the fact that the workplace and not the residence is specified, only persons on Social Security are sampled (leaving out federal government workers, many state employees, railroad workers, and some other employment groups) and, because the sample is so small, movement can be specified only between relatively large geographic areas (e.g., states or large metropolitan areas).

Another prominent data source is the U.S. Bureau of the Census, which provides net migration estimates yearly by county (to be discussed and used later in this paper) plus a variety of migration information from the decennial censuses. From the 1960 and 1970 censuses, a sample of the population five years of age and older was asked where they lived five years ago (i.e., on April 1, 1970 they were asked where they lived on April 1, 1965). The Bureau then compiles and publishes the information in a variety of ways. For instance, for local areas (including counties, cities, and census tracts within larger cities) the tabulations include the number of persons living in 1) the same house, 2) a different house but in the same county, 3) a different county, 4) a different state, and 5) in different country. From these tabulations we can get a broad picture of the number and sources of migrants arriving at a place, and in turn some help in explaining the migration component of population growth or decline of that place.

The Bureau of the Census also aggregates these data into large migration matrices, or flows among a set of geographic areas. A very useful one is the matrix of flows between 510 state economic areas (SEA's), which are aggregations of counties and include the entire area of the United States (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1967, 1972). One weakness of these data is that small flows must be interpreted with caution because of sampling error (Thompson, 1974). Another is that the data are only an indirect measure of migration, as an individual may have moved several times in the five-year period among several places, or an individual may have migrated from a place and then returned during the time interval. In both cases actual movements are underestimated. The data really represent aggregate population displacement from place to place over a five-year period, regardless of the kind or number of individual migration acts that underlie that displacement.

The strength of these data lies in their specification of flows from place to place for relatively small areas, especially SEA’s. In essence, they represent the best “geographic matrix” of migration data available for the United States. We will make use of the SEA migration matrix in this paper to help describe patterns of migration and changes in these patterns between 1955-1960 and 1965-1970.

Figure 5 Example of SEA boundaries. Source, U.S. Bureau of the Census (1972)
V. MIGRATION FIELDS

Since we suspect that factors affecting in-migration and out-migration are somewhat different, we often treat the geographic components of the two separately. This can be done when breaking down a migration data matrix into migration fields.

Figure 6 shows what is referred to as the in-migration field of the Cleveland SEA, 1955-1960. It is simply a map of all of those SEA’s, both metropolitan and non-metropolitan, which contribute more than a specified number of migrants to Cleveland. One percent of the total in-migration to Cleveland was chosen as the cutoff level. We now have a picture of the geographic pattern of the major sources of the 145,931 migrants who were in Cleveland in 1960 but not 1955.

A social scientist might be interested in the in-migration component of the population change of Cleveland, and can help to explain it or predict it by knowing something about 1) the characteristics of the people who move in, and 2) the places, and types of places, from which they came. The latter is captured in the in-migration field concept and is particularly important to the geographer because distance moved, types of environments at the origin and destination, and other aspects of the locational decision are reflected in these aggregate patterns.

Figure 6 also shows the 1965-1970 in-migration field for Cleveland. Comparing it with the 1955-1960 field illustrates an important concept of migration—that over time aggregate flows of migration at this broad scale tend to be rather stable. The in-migration patterns changed little—Boston, for instance, exceeded the cutoff in 1965-1970 (and hence appeared on the map), but was just below the cutoff in 1955-1960 with 1404 migrants to Cleveland. Los Angeles and a nonmetropolitan SEA in Virginia also appeared in 1965-1970. One of the reasons, in this case, for the stability is that Cleveland’s overall attraction for in-migrants changed little between the two time periods (145,931 in-migrants in 1955-1960 and 149,712 in 1965-1970). We shall see later that where a migration component of growth at a place changes dramatically, it is likely that significant changes in the geographic patterns of flows to or from that place have occurred.

Out-migration fields for Cleveland are also shown in Figure 6, and are defined as that set of SEA’s which received from the Cleveland SEA more than a specified number of migrants during the time period. They too have stability over time.

Most of the total volume of migration within the United States is either among metropolitan SEA’s or between them and nonmetropolitan SEA’s, with relatively few migrants moving among nonmetropolitan SEA’s. Because of this, most of the general patterns, and changes in the patterns, can be observed by looking at metropolitan migration fields (such as those for Cleveland). When we examine such fields for 1955-1960 and 1965-1970, certain recurring patterns are observable and can be generalized in the following ways. The author has examined the in- and out-migration fields of all 205 metropolitan SEA’s for 1965-1970 and a substantial portion of those for 1955-1960. They were generated by a computer mapping program written by Richard F. Groop of the University of Kansas, whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged. The models discussed in this paper resulted from the synthesis of all the migration field patterns observed.
In-Migration to Cleveland SEA 1955-60

More than 1159 persons (1% of total migration) from

- Metropolitan SEAs
- Nonmetropolitan SEAs

Out-Migration from Cleveland SEA 1955-60

More than 1933 persons (1% of total out-migration) to

- Metropolitan SEAs
- Nonmetropolitan SEAs

In-Migration to Cleveland SEA 1965-70

More than 1497 persons (1% of total in-migration) from

- Metropolitan SEAs
- Nonmetropolitan SEAs

Out-Migration from Cleveland SEA 1965-70

More than 2086 persons (1% of total out-migration) to

- Metropolitan SEAs
- Nonmetropolitan SEAs

A Generalized In-Migration Field

A generalized description of in-migration fields includes three identifiable spatial patterns which appear consistently in the fields of U.S. metropolitan areas. The first may be referred to as hinterland migration, the tendency for all cities to draw migrants from their surrounding nonurban territory. The nonmetropolitan SEAs in northern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania that contribute large numbers of migrants to Cleveland (Figure 6) are examples. Such migration is partly a function of information disseminated about job opportunities and other attractions of metropolitan places through mass media. Television and radio market areas and newspaper circulation areas tend to correspond to the area of significant hinterland migration.

We can also relate hinterland migration to the contact that people have with urban areas through regular shopping, entertainment, and business trips. Hence, when many nonmetropolitan residents contemplate the decision to move, the search space and ultimate decision of where to go is strongly influenced by the dominance of a nearby metropolitan place in much of their everyday life. Hinterland migration from relatively close range (say up to 100 km) is not as great as might be expected because of the tendency for many persons in small towns and rural areas to substitute commuting for migration (Holmes, 1972). Many individuals retain nonurban residences while taking advantage of metropolitan job opportunities through commuting.

The exact spatial form of hinterland migration, of course, varies from city to city, but certain tendencies are observable. As distance increases from the metropolitan place, its influence decreases and hinterland migration decreases in volume. This distance decay pattern is often modified by barriers such as major mountain ranges, water bodies, or state boundaries. In the last case, persons living near state boundaries often "look toward" a major city in their own state for media information and other purposes, and hence may be more likely to migrate there even though a similar-sized or larger city in an adjacent state is closer. In general, the role of such barriers to hinterland migration patterns is analogous to their role in modifying spatial patterns of innovation diffusion.

Another variation is in the area size of hinterland patterns, which is related to the competition among cities for territorial influence. In areas where large cities are closely spaced, such as the Megalopolis region from Boston to Washington, hinterland migration areas are quite small, because of the severe competition among the various cities for the attraction of migrants. In the West, by contrast, hinterland patterns of such cities as Denver, Salt Lake City, and Albuquerque cover much larger spaces which, of course, are much less densely populated. From the viewpoint of the potential migrant in a nonmetropolitan area choosing a destination city, the concept of intervening opportunities may explain the choice of the nearest city—a city which may be quite far away if there are few or no intervening alternatives from which to choose.

A second part of the generalized in-migration field can be termed intraurban migration. There is an unmistakable importance of other metropolitan areas in the migration fields of metropolitan SEAs. Important flows coming from all nearby metropolitan SEAs and from larger ones at greater distances. This pattern represents movement through the hierarchies of urban areas, with the population of the sending area being directly related to the number of migrants sent and distance being inversely related to the number. Intraurban migration represents the reality that there are large numbers of migrants generated by all metropolitan areas, and their choices of destinations are influenced by their general images of other cities which, in turn, are structured by their location in the urban hierarchy. This is partly because position in the urban hierarchy is related to prominence in the mass media.

Considering the Cleveland in-migration field (Figure 6), most of the nearby Ohio and western Pennsylvania metropolitan areas, regardless of size, show up along with larger cities (but not smaller ones) at greater distances (e.g., Philadelphia, New York City, Boston, Chicago, and Los Angeles). To cite another example, the medium-sized California cities of Fresno captures in its in-migration field all metropolitan areas in California, larger and medium-sized metropolitan areas elsewhere in the West (e.g., Portland, Seattle, Denver, Salt Lake City), but only the largest at greater distances away (Chicago and New York City).

A third general type of generation may be referred to as channelized migration, or the tendency for cities to draw from one or two nonmetropolitan areas at greater distances than hinterland migration. Channelized migration results from strong family and friendship ties which have drawn migrants from a particular nonmetropolitan place to a metropolitan area in their search for jobs (Roseman, 1971a). In larger destination cities, these migrants often initially migrated to get a job, then wrote back to relatives and friends indicating their success and encouraging others to follow.

The dependence upon interpersonal information and aid results in one-place search spaces for migrants who are involved in channelized flows. For this reason, large channelized flows easily traverse long distances—that is, potential migrants may not even consider alternative destinations so comparative place utilities based on distance (travel cost, travel time) do not enter the decision-making process. Also, because of the dependence upon interpersonal communication, channelized flows tend to be stable over time. Thus a social system develops in which family and friendship ties remain strong between the two widely separated places, stimulating migration continuously.

The intervening opportunities concept was originated by Stouffer (1940). It is revised and discussed by Stouffer (1960) and Lee (1966).

This idea is formally stated by the gravity model: 

\[ M_{ij} = \frac{P_i P_j D_{ij}}{D_{ij}} \]

where \( M_{ij} \) is the predicted number of migrants between place \( i \) and place \( j \), and \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) are the populations of the two places, and \( D_{ij} \) is the distance between them. A thorough discussion of the model can be found in Ahler, Adams, and Gould (1971, 221-230).
An interesting result of channelization is that the idea of moving to a particular distant urban area diffuses outward from the initial plate of origin. For instance, the idea of moving to Muncie, a manufacturing city in Indiana, probably started in the small town of Jamestown, Tennessee, then over the years was passed on by word of mouth to neighboring towns and rural areas until today the channelized component of Muncie’s in-migration field covers a large part of east-central Tennessee.

Channelized flows are particularly characteristic of migration from the rural South, which exported millions of migrants, both white and black, from the 1910’s until the 1960’s. Relatively few job opportunities in the South, combined with changing primary industries (agriculture, mining) that gradually employed fewer and fewer persons, led people to make decisions to move. The decision of where to move depended greatly upon interpersonal information resulting in one-place search spaces and, in turn, aggregate channelized flows. Most metropolitan areas from the Midwest (Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri on the west) to the Northeast (as far as New York and Boston) have channelized connections with the South (Figure 7). Midwest cities tend to draw from Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi, whereas East Coast cities typically draw from the Carolinas and Georgia. Cleveland (Figure 6) has a rather persistent channelized flow from southern West Virginia.

As suggested by Figure 7, metropolitan areas elsewhere, too, have channelized flows. The in-migration fields of Los Angeles and some of the other West Coast cities have channelized components from Arkansas, Texas, and Louisiana, and some also have channelized flows from the Plains states of the Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma dating from the Dust Bowl days in the 1930’s when thousands of people left agriculture in that region for the West Coast. An occasional channelized flow is found elsewhere—the flow from southern Montana to Minneapolis-St. Paul is an example. In general, the only urban in-migration fields which tend not to have channelized flows from distant non-metropolitan places are the in-migration fields of cities in the South.

In-migration fields occasionally contain an "oddball" flow that cannot be explained as hinterland, urban, or channelized, the three basic patterns discussed above. These tend not to persist over time (and using the SEA migration matrix would be typically seen in 1955-1960 and not 1965-1970 or vice versa). They result from large

Figure 7. Example of channelized flows. These are relatively large migration flows from nonmetropolitan SEAs to distant metropolitan SEAs which persisted for the periods 1955-1960 and 1965-1970. The persistence suggests that they are based on strong information ties between origin and destination, and therefore are probably channelized flows. These are only a few of the hundreds of channelized flows that probably exist in the U.S. Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1967, 1972)
industrial transfers, military transfers, or some other short-term stimulus for migration in which the migrant may have little choice of destination. In general, however, the first three patterns identified go a long way toward describing the in-migration field patterns of U.S. metropolitan areas and also shed some light upon the underlying behavior of migrants.

A Generalized Out-Migration Field

Three major patterns are also characteristic of metropolitan out-migration fields, hinterland, interurban, and recreation amenity migration. Just as metropolitan areas relate to their surrounding hinterland through mass media, travel behavior and in-migration, they also send large numbers of migrants to nearby non-metropolitan areas. Cleveland, for example (Figure 6), sends large numbers of persons to nonmetropolitan areas in northern Ohio. Some of the migrants making up such streams are persons returning "home" after having lived in the metropolitan area for periods of time up to several decades. Others seek job opportunities in the lifestyle of small towns and rural areas and choose a destination within the area of influence of the metropolitan place in which they grew up. Some are exurban migrants who are still tied to the metropolitan area by commuting to jobs, retail stores, social functions, and recreational activities. They make partial displacement migrations that do not completely change their activities. Other exurban migrants go beyond distances that would allow direct contact with the metropolitan area but may still have ties through radio, television, or newspapers. Exurban migrants are particularly important to present day migration patterns, as we shall discuss later. Overall, hinterland migration represents strong flows of people in both directions as is typical of migration streams in general.

The second pattern in the out-migration model is also the reciprocal of the in-migration pattern: interurban migration. With the exception of the West Coast cities (to be described below), the interurban component of Cleveland's out-migration field is very similar to that of its in-migration field (Figure 6). Such symmetry is characteristic of the in- and out-migration fields of most U.S. urban areas and simply illustrates that large numbers of migrants flow through every size of settlement within the system of urban places. As in the case of the in-migration fields, the interurban part of out-migration fields can be explained partly by the size, distance relationship (the gravity model).

The third major pattern found in out-migration fields is accounted for by movement to recreation amenity areas. Such flows can be fairly stable over time, but somewhat less so than the first two patterns. The relatively unstable flows extend to whatever scenic, warm weather, or recreation area that happens to be in favor at the time. Stable destinations include California, Arizona, and Florida, which show up consistently in Cleveland's out-migration fields in both 1955-1960 and 1965-1970 (Figure 6), as they do in the fields of virtually every metropolitan area east of the Rockies and north of the Florida border. The flows to Arizona and Florida, in particular, are composed of many retirees seeking a warm weather environment. Recently other recreation amenity areas have been appearing in metropolitan out-migration fields, for example, northern Michigan receives an influx of migrants from Detroit, parts of New England from New York, the Ozark region in Missouri and Arkansas from Chicago, and parts of Oregon from Los Angeles. The choice process of migrants making up these streams is influenced by 1) interpersonal ties—retirees, for example, choose a retirement community to be with friends from their own hometown, 2) advertising—metropolitan area newspapers frequently carry prominent ads for retirement and investment communities, and 3) vacation travel—individuals often decide where to move on the basis of friends, perhaps yearly, exposure to certain recreation amenity areas.

As in the case of in-migration fields, the first three patterns nicely characterize most metropolitan out-migration, yet some additional patterns are observable in some fields. Again there are those which result from industrial and military transfers. There are also patterns resulting from return migration to nonmetropolitan areas, which are sources of channelized migration streams and which are based on the friend and family ties between the two places. Many cities of the Northeast, Midwest, and California have a large "counterstream" composed of persons who return "home" to the nonmetropolitan place periodically (perhaps migrating back and forth as economic and job market conditions change in either or both locations). Others return "home" permanently dissatisfied with or unable to adjust to the city. Although it is just short of the minimum value and therefore does not show up on our map (Figure 6), there were 1509 migrants moving from Cleveland to the area in West Virginia in 1965-1970 that we previously identified as a source of a channelized flow. Return migration is another example of the symmetry that is typical of many migration streams.

Net Migration Fields

If the total in-migration to a place is compared to its total out-migration, a net migration figure results: the net effect of two separate migration streams. Similarly, the net effect of in and out-migration fields can be described by the net migration field, derived by subtracting the out-migration stream from the place in question to each other place from the corresponding in-migration stream. In the map of the Cleveland net migration field (Figure 8), all other SEA's that contributed to a net loss or a net gain of at least 1000 migrants at Cleveland, 1955-1960 are indicated. This gives a picture of the areas that contributed to the growth of Cleveland and the areas which contributed to its decline.

The map shows that the migration streams to the amenity/recreation regions of California, Arizona, and Florida have much smaller counterstreams and thus contribute to the loss of population at Cleveland. On the
other hand, the channelized streams to and from southern West Virginia resulted in a gain of people to Cleveland, a long-standing tendency. Flows to and from urban areas in the Midwest and Northeast are mixed in their net effect on Cleveland’s population, and losses to nearby nonmetropolitan areas were the rule.

Generally, net migration fields are not as stable through time as in- or out-migration fields because net figures tend to be small compared to gross flows. Nevertheless, net migration fields do reflect overall population redistribution trends—in Cleveland’s field, for example, movements to California are clearly reflected. They also allow some understanding of the unique roles that might be played by different urban places as redistributors of population. Whereas most urban places have similar in- and out-migration fields and only a few prominent places in their net migration fields, others, such as Tuscaloosa, Alabama, have an imbalance that results in peculiar net migration patterns. Its net migration field shows population gains from every other SEA within the state of Alabama and loss to numerous SEA’s, especially metropolitan ones, all over the eastern U.S. Tuscaloosa is a college community attracting students largely from within the state (and college students are counted by the Census Bureau at their college residential location) but tending to redistribute people (including graduates) to a much broader area.

In the remainder of the paper we will make use of the ideas of in-, out-, and net migration fields when discussing migration trends, past, present, and future. They represent three ways to interpret geographically movements that contribute to the population gains or losses of different kinds of places.

Students are encouraged to consult the census volume “Migration between State Economic Areas” for 1955-1960 and 1965-1970 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1967, 1974). It is a simple task to construct the in- and out- and net migration fields for their home State Economic Areas and to use them to speculate upon the nature and history of migration streams that are important to that place. A map of all the SEA’s in the U.S. and a list of counties that each encompasses are included in each volume.
VI. MIGRATION PATTERNS BEFORE 1965

The overall pattern of population movements in the 1950's and early 1960's was a culmination of some fundamental trends that had been evolving for several previous decades. The longest standing of these is the movement from nonmetropolitan to metropolitan places. As is the case in most countries of the world, "development" has coincided with lessening demand for farm labor and expanding employment in cities. As a consequence, the in-migration from the hinterlands of most cities exceeded the out-migration, as cities drew people from the region they commanded.

In association with this trend was the tendency for population to move up the urban size hierarchy. A popular hypothesis, the "step-wise migration" hypothesis, held that migration behavior led individuals off the farm, to a nearby town, on to a large regional center, and then perhaps to a very large city. Such behavior is rare for individuals, but often took place over a generation or two within one family. In any case there was net movement from smaller to larger places, as growth and agglomeration of industry in larger cities increased jobs there. The largest cities had the fastest growth rate, smaller cities a lesser growth rate, and small towns and villages a decline. Through the first half of this century, the net migration fields of a large city usually showed gains from many smaller cities, whereas those of the smaller cities showed losses to larger ones. It is important to note that there have been, throughout this century, and the last, large flows in both directions among urban areas, the relatively smaller net figures redirecting the aggregate population to the larger places.

Broad regional patterns persisted through the 1950's as well. Notable is the considerable net migration of both blacks and whites from the South to northern and western cities. It accelerated rapidly among blacks between 1910 and 1920 as racial and economic problems surfaced in the South, and northern industry experienced increased demands for labor, especially during World War I. Catalysts to such movements included the recruiting of blacks by northern industry representatives, and by media campaigns, especially through the "national edition" of the Chicago Defender (Henri, 1975). The movement of whites from the South did not start as dramatically, but was equally important. Similar "pull" factors in the North and West brought whites out of agriculture from all over the South, and out of mining areas, particularly in Appalachia. In all cases, the channelized flow of information, often following railroad lines, the major transportation mode of the early twentieth century, was very important to the choice of a specific destination.

Large movements to the West Coast began when the droughts of the 1930's devastated agriculture in the Great Plains, stimulating migrants to seek jobs in California. Such movements continued after World War II, with origins expanding to the entire Midwest and much of the East. Similar although more gradual movements were depleting the population of other depressed areas, including northern Michigan, Wisconsin, and northern New England. Superimposed upon these relatively long-term trends, important flows from the Northeast and Midwest to Florida began to accelerate after World War II. Composed partly of retirees, these flows came to be very important in the overall migration patterns in the 1950's, and were reflected clearly in metropolitan migration fields during that time.

One result of the large net migration from rural areas was the depletion of the population in the most mobile age cohorts (young adult). This led to considerable aging of the population and to a natural decrease in many rural areas in the Plains States and the South. It also resulted in less out-migration after the middle 1950's because most of the persons likely to migrate had already done so. The out-migration trend had clearly peaked in the 1950's.

At the local scale, suburbanization from central cities. a slow but steady trend for decades, accelerated after World War II as urban areas embarked on the "freeway era." In the 1950's this resulted in an increasing differentiation between suburbs and central cities in terms of jobs—commuting to and from the central city became a mass phenomenon—and in terms of racial and economic characteristics of the population as the poor and minorities had fewer opportunities to suburbanize. Gradually, jobs suburbanized too, so that by the early 1960's both manufacturing and sales/service jobs were highly dispersed throughout metropolitan areas instead of concentrated at the core as was typical earlier. Viewing this at the national scale, agglomeration and concentration of people and jobs into metropolitan areas was the "rule," at the local scale there was concomitant dispersal within metropolitan areas.

This brief sketch of pre-1965 migration trends provides the foundation upon which we will examine recent population redistribution patterns. Many of the recent changes have roots in earlier times, but seem to have been first observable in the middle 1960's. We will begin by considering locational preferences that were held by Americans at this critical time, the late 1960's.

See Muller (1976) for more detail on the suburbanization process and its geographical consequences.
VII. RECENT MIGRATION PATTERNS

Location Preferences

Since the late 1960's social scientists have shown considerable interest in measuring the residential locational preferences of Americans. Several large national surveys have been conducted asking people to designate a preference for living in different types of places (e.g., large city, suburban area, small town, rural area). Others asked for broad regional preferences (e.g., the West, the South).

Fuguit and Zuijch's (1975: 493) summary of several studies indicates an aggregate preference for "small cities and towns, and rural areas" ranging from a low of forty-nine percent of those surveyed to a high of seventy-nine percent. In spite of some difficulty in comparing studies because of the varied terminology used in assessing preferences (e.g., "rural" versus "farm"), there seemed to be a consensus that suggests a majority preference for areas that were at the late 1960's had generally been losing population through migration. We do not know if such preferences are really just a recent phenomenon or have existed for a long time because there is but scanty evidence on locational preferences before 1966. If the preference structure has changed, these results could be a harbinger of subsequent changes in actual migration patterns. But such changes would be contingent upon the actual ability of persons to act upon their preferences. An ability to move is one of the prerequisites, and relative freedom of destination choice is another.

Further details of Fuguit and Zuijch's study clarify the nature of locational preferences; whereas twenty percent of the persons sampled lived in cities larger than 500,000 population, only nine percent preferred such places; and of the twenty-four percent living in cities of 50,000 to 500,000 population, only sixteen percent preferred that size of place. In general, the 1481 persons surveyed preferred to live in smaller places than their residence at the time of the study, finding similar to those of other studies. This study, however, was different from others in an important respect. It distinguished between rural and small/medium-sized towns within 30 miles of a large city and those farther away, and found that fifty-five percent of the sample preferred the locations accessible to urban areas and only nineteen percent the more remote locations. This finding discounts the implications of some other studies that people would fill up isolated rural areas of the country, particularly in the West, the most popularly preferred region. Fuguit and Zuijch (1975: 496) conclude that:

Many people respond positively to the idea of rural living, but not where it would entail disengagement from the metropolitan complex. This suggests a clear desire to have the best of both environments—which may include proximity to metropolitan employment, services, schools and facilities, along with the advantages of the smaller local residential community for familial and neighborhood activities.

Their results clearly suggest the potential dominance of exurban growth and exurban migration in nonmetropolitan population changes. Further interpretations by Beale (1975) of the Fuguit and Zuijch finds, however, suggest that migration from metropolitan to isolated nonmetropolitan places might stem from the preferences. Beale (1975: 12) states, "By a wide margin (65 percent to 35 percent), the big city people who preferred a nearby rural or small town residence ranked a more remote rural or small town place as their second choice, and thus as preferable to a big city."

Beale (1975: 13) goes on to suggest that migration since 1970 reflects "to a considerable extent" many people actually acting on the preference for a rural or small town environment over a metropolitan residence. The next sections review some of the migration trends in the late 1960's and early 1970's, contrast them to previous patterns, and document some of the many reasons for recent patterns.

Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Population Changes

Table 1 shows how the growth rates of metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas have changed in recent years. Standardized to an average annual growth rate, the data show that metropolitan areas in 1970-1975 have been growing at a much slower rate than in the previous decade, and central cities of metropolitan areas have been losing population in the more recent period. Suburban areas outside of central cities were still growing at a 1.8 percent per year rate but that was down from a 2.4 percent rate previously. A substantial increased growth rate, however, was observed in nonmetropolitan places. The growth rate decline in central cities is a continu-

| TABLE 1 PERCENT POPULATION CHANGE, SMSA's AND NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS, 1970-1975 |
|-----------------------------------------------|--------|--------|
| Metropolitan Areas | Average Annual Percent Change |
| (in central cities) | 1960 to 1970 | 1970 to 1975 |
| (outside central cities) | (0.6) | (0.6) |
| Nonmetropolitan Areas | (2.4) | (1.8) |
| Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1976) | 0.7 | 1.2 |

29 This distinction is important because most studies lumped together all small towns/rural areas without regard to any locational considerations. Other studies dealt with regional breakdowns of preferences, but used regions too large to assess accurately the type of environment preferred (the "West" included both Wolf Point, Montana and Los Angeles, California; two rather different living environments).
evaluation of the decentralization trend within metropolitan areas (SMSA's). Fifteen of the twenty-one largest U.S. central cities (those having 500,000 or more population) lost population between 1960 and 1970—such losses were continuing in the 1970's (Morrison and Wheeler, 1976). In the 1970's, not only are central cities in general losing population but so are entire metropolitan areas: whereas only one of the twenty-five largest metropolitan areas (Pittsburgh) lost population between 1960 and 1970, ten lost population between 1970 and 1975. Further, at least forty-four of all 259 SMSA's were losing population (Morrison and Wheeler, 1976). Thus we can see a general reversal in growth patterns—with non-metropolitan places having increasing growth rates and metropolitan places decreasing growth rates. Similar trends have been observed, and perhaps even preceded those in the U.S., in several countries in Western Europe and in Japan (Sundquist, 1975; Vining and Kontuly, 1976).

What is the role of migration in this reversal? Table 2 shows that, in the 1965-1970 period, metropolitan areas as a whole were net receivers of migrants, but they were experiencing considerable net out-migration (over 15 million) in the first half of the 1970 decade. The net exchange of people between metropolitan and non-metropolitan places had reversed itself. Partly responsible for this was some decrease in the total migration stream into metropolitan areas (about 700,000)—but the larger component causing the net reversal was the 1.3 million increase in out-migration from metropolitan areas (not just central cities) which has led to a big part of the change in growth rates seen in Table 1.

Spatial Patterns of Net Migration

The reversal has meant renewed growth of many non-metropolitan places which, for decades, had been declining as a direct or indirect result of large out-migrations. Beale and Fuguitt (1975) compiled the map in Figure 9 by aggregating net migration data for 2470 non-metropolitan counties in twenty-six regions. It shows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Migration</td>
<td>+352,133</td>
<td>-1,594,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-migration</td>
<td>+5,809,415</td>
<td>+5,127,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-migration</td>
<td>-5,457,282</td>
<td>-6,721,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source U.S. Bureau of the Census (1975b)

Tables and figures are not available for this section.
for most nonmetropolitan places, the rather dramatic changes in net migration, from net losses of population through migration in 1950-1960 and 1960-1970 periods to a net gain in 1970-1973. These reversals were experienced in nonmetropolitan areas of New England and the Northeast (regions No 1 and No 3), northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan (6 and 7), many areas in the South (especially 10, 12, 19, and 20), and the Plains and Interior West (21, 22, 23, and 24). Hence the reversal was hardly limited to one type of nonmetropolitan place nor to one region.

Continued growth through migration, rather than a reversal, is observable on the West Coast and in Florida (25-26, and 18) which have been attracting migrants from colder climatic areas of the U.S. for some time, and in the Megalopolis region (2) which is highly urbanized and has been experiencing exurban growth or "spillover" from metropolitan areas through the last three decades. The major exception to the tendency for net in-migration in 1970-1973 was region 16, a lower Mississippi Valley area with a traditional cotton plantation economy and a black population majority. Even here, however, the decrease in net out-migration was sufficient to influence the region to start growing in population after several decades of decline (Morrison and Wheeler, 1976-16).

A more detailed spatial picture of the results of these migration reversals can be seen in Figure 10. To construct this map, Census Bureau estimates of net migration by county for 1970-1974 were consulted. Because individual county estimates are sometimes subject to question, and because description of broad patterns is sought, the map shows regions defined as aggregates of at least three contiguous counties which experienced a net in-migration during 1970-1974 exceeding by at least five percent the 1970 county population. The map, therefore, shows regions of relative growth from migration, rather than that for individual counties. It is biased somewhat toward smaller (typically nonurban) counties because in such places rather small net in-migration figures can exceed five percent of the population—none-

For each year since 1970, the Census-Bureau has had a cooperative project with local and state agencies to compile annual data on total population, births, deaths, and net migration. They are published by the Bureau in Current Population Reports, Series P-25 and P-26, one for each state (see U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1975a). These reports are available at most university and college libraries, and at many public libraries. The estimates are computed from local birth and death records, Medicare statistics, records of movement of military and other institutional populations, and federal income tax records, among other sources. The estimates for any one given county are rounded to the nearest 100 people and are subject to fallibility. Nonetheless, they are the best available migration data at the county level and because they are updated annually give a general dynamic picture of population changes resulting from migration (as well as other components).
Nevertheless, it shows those places, rural and urban, where the \textit{rel} 


ative impact upon the population because of migration has been substantial.

The growth areas shown here correspond to some extent to the broader-scale patterns seen on Figure 9, both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan Arizona and Florida stand out. The Interior West has considerable nonmetropolitan growth, and northern Minnesota Wisconsin Michigan and the Ozark region of Missouri and Arkansas are large contiguous regions of nonmetropolitan growth. Also numerous smaller regions of growth are scattered throughout the Interior South, Megalopolis, and New England.

Nonmetropolitan areas near large cities tend to appear on this map as well. With the exceptions of Milwaukee, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh (where there are single adjacent counties meeting the growth criterion), there are growth regions neighboring all of the twenty largest SMSA's, probably the result of exurban migration. There are many areas, however, which did not meet the mapping criterion—much of the Great Plains, a band from the Corn Belt to Pennsylvania and New York and considerable areas in the South. Also, most central cities and other counties within metropolitan areas do not meet the criterion, although many suburban counties are still experiencing net in-migration, but not above the five percent criterion.

Characteristics of Growing and Declining Places

Before considering migration streams and migration behavior that underlie the net migration patterns shown on Figures 9 and 10, we will consider briefly the types of places which are attracting large numbers of migrants and those which are not.

Several attributes of places relate to their recent attractiveness to migrants. One of the most important is the recreation and retirement character of many places—Arizona and Florida, of course, but also Oregon, the northern Midwest, New England, and numerous places in the South outside of Florida. Retirement communities often coincide with recreation areas, which in turn are oriented toward reservoirs and other bodies of water, and toward hilly, scenic environments. The existence of recreation or retirement activities creates jobs in the service sector, thus attracting job-seeking migrants of all ages and tending to retain local populations which might otherwise out-migrate.

The ability to attract industry is a second critically important characteristic of places that grow through migration. Having shown a decentralization trend prior to 1970, industry was then and is after 1970 contributing to the revival of many nonmetropolitan areas in a wide variety of dispersed locations (Beale. 1975:9). Part of the basis for the decentralization is the preference for amenity recreation regions by individual or small groups of decision-makers who choose places for small factories or branch plants. In the South, for example, many growing nonmetropolitan places are in recreation areas and at the same time are attracting industry.

Another set of places growing as a result of migration, a set that is nearly mutually exclusive of recreation retirement areas (Beale, 1975), has large colleges or universities, especially those that are state supported. Other institution-dominated counties show growth, too, including some with military populations, state capitals, and other federal and state employment bases. These are dispersed throughout the country and typically do not show up on Figure 10.

A majority of the places growing rapidly through migration, however, are those which are not characterized by type, but instead simply by location near metropolitan areas. According to Beale (1975:7) about five-eighths of the total net in-migration to nonmetropolitan counties between 1970 and 1973 was experienced in those nonmetropolitan counties which are adjacent to metropolitan areas. There are some recreation amenity places and places attractive to industry near metropolitan areas that draw exurban migrants. But there is also considerable exurban growth in places that can be characterized only by their location.

Those areas not attracting large numbers of migrants include broad areas which have stable, prosperous farming economies, including much of the Great Plains and Corn Belt. They neither have attracted industry in large amounts nor possess the recreation and amenity attractions that might lure retirees and other migrants, but they continue to be economically viable. There are exceptions, isolated counties in Kansas, Iowa, and Indiana, for example, have experienced surprising recent in-migration.

Also not yet attracting a large positive net in-migration are the rural counties in the South with large black populations. For one thing, they tend to be in areas of the South that have been bypassed by major reservoir projects and developers of retirement communities. Also, industrial location decision-makers tend to avoid predominantly black counties on the basis that they perceive blacks as less qualified workers and as having a greater propensity to unionize. Return migration of blacks to the South has not increased sufficiently to cause major population reversals, although out-migration has decreased enough to slow population declines considerably.

This correspondence of places with recreation and industry is reinforced by the fact that relatively cheap power is available to industry in association with reservoirs that are located in hilly, scenic recreation areas. These also happen to be places in the South that were dominantly settled by whites, and today have dominantly white populations.
VIII. DECISIONS UNDERLYING RECENT MIGRATION PATTERNS

The reversal of migration streams which now carry more people from metropolitan to nonmetropolitan places can be explained partially by separating the decision to move from the decision of where to move. For at least two reasons more and more people are now making the decision to move from metropolitan areas. First, a rapidly expanding proportion of the U.S. population is in the over sixty-four age cohort and, as retirement ages decline in many occupation categories (from the traditional sixty-five down to sixty-two, sixty, or even fifty-five), an even more rapidly increasing proportion of the population is retired. Thus an increasing number and proportion of people are now free from job ties that would keep them in a place and are able to make a total displacement migration decision.

Typical retirees are also on substantially greater incomes than their counterparts of twenty or thirty years ago. By the late 1960's and early 1970's, Social Security and other retirement programs were providing steady incomes to a much greater proportion of the retired population than previously — hence, many more persons at that stage of the life cycle have the financial ability to make the decision to move. Coupled with this is that the cost of living was inflating rapidly during the early 1970's, particularly in metropolitan areas, creating an additional stimulus for persons on fixed incomes to move away from such places.

Second, as the popular press increases its coverage and commentary of urban problems of crime, safety, transportation, and fiscal affairs, not only in central cities but elsewhere within metropolitan areas, the overall middle-class and upper-middle-class image of urban and suburban life has been modified. Coupled with this is the mass media dramatization of the rural, back-woods, and small-town environments as desirable. For many, especially white middle- and upper-middle-income whites, the relative place utility of living in an urban area has reached the doubtful level and the decision to move out is contemplated. In addition to these two broad factors, there are those who have little choice about moving and are transferred with industrial movements and hence—"decentralized."

The question now becomes: where to move? This will be discussed in terms of different types of migration streams: 1) exurban, 2) migration to more isolated nonmetropolitan places, and 3) migration down the urban hierarchy.

Exurban Migration Streams

The greatest change in nonmetropolitan America is perhaps taking place near metropolitan places in small towns and rural areas that may have been stable or declining for decades. Exurban migration is responsible for much of the change in these places. Figure 11 and Table 3 show the nature of exurban migration in the Atlanta area by comparing migration between the five county metropolitan area and four surrounding nonmetropolitan SEA's, 1955-1960 and 1965-1970. The nonmetropolitan SEA's are clearly beyond the traditional tract development suburban areas immediately surrounding Atlanta (Figure 11). Atlanta gained population from each in 1955-1960 (Table 3) consistent with the draw most cities had upon their hinterlands for migrants during the period, but lost to each in 1965-1970. Particularly large net losses (6093 and 4408) from Atlanta in the latter period were to areas 3 and 4, the ones immediately adjacent to the boundaries of the metropolitan area. The most important change in migration streams accounting for the reversal with respect to these areas was the near doubling of migration from Atlanta (8240 to 15,134 and 11,727 to 21,220). At the same time Atlanta's draw upon migrants from these two SEA's remained about the same. The growth of these areas through migration, then, was clearly the result of a considerable increase in exurban migration from Atlanta, a tendency that has probably persisted, if not increased, since 1970.

Migration from Atlanta accounted for approximately twenty-eight percent of all in-migration to area 3 in 1965-1970 and approximately thirty-eight percent of all in-migrants to area 4—an indication of the influence of Atlanta upon the population of these areas. It is likely that exurban growth surrounding Atlanta (as well as other metropolitan areas) is a product of both exurban migrants and migrants from other metropolitan areas who chose an exurban location near Atlanta. The migration flows discussed with reference to the Atlanta area are typical of most metropolitan regions in the U.S.

One by-product of exurban migration is the recent growth of many small towns and villages. In Kansas, for instance (Figure 12), villages of population less than 1000 in either 1950 or 1970 which at least doubled their populations between the two dates are, without exception, located in exurban areas of Wichita, Topeka, and Kansas City, the three major metropolitan areas of the state. Virtually none of the other villages near the three metropolitan places were declining in population. Elsewhere in the state some villages grew and more declined through a variety of factors (Groop, 1976), but a substantial part of village growth in Kansas is related to proximity to urban places.

The decision to move for exurban migrants may relate to a wide variety of factors, including dissatisfaction with city or suburban living environments. But the decision where to move very likely relates to a need or desire to have some ties to the urban place, direct ties to a job on the urban fringe; desire to have regular access to shopping or entertainment activities on the fringe; or simply contact through the mass media. These ties are coupled with a nonurban living environment in the choice of a destination.
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Figure 11 The Atlanta, Georgia metropolitan SEA and surrounding nonmetropolitan SEAs

Migration to More Isolated Nonmetropolitan Places

Many persons choosing to leave a metropolitan area for a nonmetropolitan place beyond exurban range do so on the basis of either previous residential locations or vacation experiences. For example, a retiree who has spent decades in a metropolitan place after having been raised in a rural area, attains the freedom to move upon retirement, then chooses to go “back home.” The most feasible place in the search space is that place where the retiree grew up and with which fairly consistent ties have been maintained through the years. Most large metropolitan areas have rapidly expanding populations of rural-born persons now retiring who might make such decisions. The result could be significant reversals of hinterland migration and return migration streams complementing channelized flows. As yet, return migration has not played a major role in the population reversal of nonmetropolitan places in the South (Long and Hansen, 1975), but is observable in some places and is likely to play a greater role in the near future as the rural-born retiree and previous channelized flows are reversed.

More important in the nonmetropolitan reversal, in general, is the creation of relatively new migration streams, rather than the reversal of the old. Again consider the metropolitan retiree making the decision to move and thinking about where to go—the most feasible possibility may be that place where he or she had been vacationing annually. Perhaps investment had already been made in a second home, a cottage, or land in the vacation area, a factor which would bind the location decision. In any case, new migration streams follow previous vacation pathways. Migration streams created by such a process can be somewhat channelized, just as vacation trips are channelized—individuals from a particular town or city going to a common vacation area, the area having been advertised by word of mouth. Mass media advertisements of vacation areas and retirement developments, too, are often concentrated upon particular metropolitan areas, stimulating a channelized flow.

Nonretirees moving to recreation areas may also be influenced by previous vacation or residential experiences, but the economic and job attractions at the alternative destination may induce many of them to broaden their search spaces. This is another way in which new migration streams are created—flows to areas where jobs are available.

The migration reversal in the nonmetropolitan Interior West is an illustration of the creation of new migration streams. Most of the eighteen nonmetropolitan SEA’s in the states of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah,
and Colorado received important net in-migrations during the 1970 to 1974 period (Figure 10). The area as a whole had been losing migrants in the 1955-1960 period, but by the 1965-1970 period was gaining (Table 4). Migration out of this area to the metropolitan places within the five states stayed about the same, just over 81,000; but migration from those metropolitan places into the nonmetropolitan areas increased from nearly 53,000 to over 71,000, a reflection of increased exurban migration. Although migration out of the nonurban places to thirty-two major cities elsewhere in the West and Midwest increased from 120,000 to over 137,000, the major source of the reversal in new migration was the increased in-migration from those cities (72,000 to 300,000). New or greatly enlarged migration streams from outside the region emerged in the 1965-1970 period, no doubt partly of the previous vacation experiences of persons making up these streams, and partly of recent energy-related developments in the Interior West.

The net migration fields of Los Angeles, 1955-1960 and 1965-1970 (Figure 13), served also to illustrate some points about changing migration streams that affect growing nonmetropolitan areas. As expected, Los Angeles gained large numbers of migrants from large eastern and midwestern cities in 1955-1960, but lost to several other SEAs in California, both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan. In the period Los Angeles was, in effect, a net receiver of migrants from the nation and a redistributor of people to other places in California. By 1965-1970 the number of urban places in the Midwest and East from which Los Angeles made major gains was reduced from seven to five, a reflection of the general slowdown in migration to California by that time. Although Los Angeles continued as a redistributor to California, it also lost large numbers of migrants to Oregon and Seattle (from which it had previously gained). This is a reflection of the attraction of the Pacific Northwest first as a vacation place for southern Californians and subsequently as an attraction for southern California migrants. A similar phenomenon applies to recent intensified migration from southern California to the Sierra Nevada foothills of central and northern California. In the Oregon case, the increasing streams of southern California migrants have caused considerable concern among Oregon residents about environmental degradation that might be associated with rapid growth through massive in-migration. Oregon residents do not want their state to turn into another "southern California"—one possible outcome of large migration to any amenity, recreation area.

Migration field changes in the South, including the appearance of new migration streams, have been observed as well. The net migration fields of three SEAs in the South are used as contrasting examples. Arkansas SEA Number 9, an area in the Ozark region with many tourist and recreation attractions and a nearly 100 percent white population, has been growing rapidly since 1970 as a result of migration. In 1955-1960 the area was still experiencing a net out-migration, but that reversed by 1965-1970 (Figure 14a).

In 1955-1960 net migration field showed net out-migration to adjacent areas in Arkansas (including the area just west of SEA 9, the home of the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville), and to the regional centers of Little Rock and Kansas City. But also in that period Arkansas SEA 9 was attracting a net in-migration from Chicago, a source of migrants who probably had had vacation experience rather than residential experience in the Ozarks (Realtors in the area explain that the Chicago area is their biggest market for persons interested in land and home sales, rather than the closer metropolitan areas of St. Louis or Kansas City).

By 1965-1970 net migration from Chicago increased and the large net out-migrations to Kansas City and Little Rock disappeared, even though the net out-migration to the Fayetteville area still persisted, probably accounted for largely by college students. Also appearing is a net in-flow from Los Angeles, which likely includes some return migrants as Los Angeles was a common destination for earlier out-migrants.

The area was, in fact, one of the early nonmetropolitan areas in the country that experienced a significant reversal of net migration (other than some exurban areas).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To/From Metropolitan SEA’s Within the Interior West</th>
<th>To/From Metropolitan SEA’s Outside of the Interior West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Out-migration from Nonmetropolitan SEA’s</td>
<td>81,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-migration to Nonmetropolitan SEA’s</td>
<td>77,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Migration</td>
<td>-4,298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-48,613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>137,434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+162,569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For purposes of this table, the Interior West is defined as the states of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah.

Another place in the South which experienced a turn-around and has been gaining migrants since 1970 is Mississippi SEA 2, a place with a majority black population (51.4 percent black in 1970) (Figure 14b). Large net flows in 1955-1960 included a channelized stream to Chicago and losses to the regional centers of Memphis and Jackson. The Jackson flow persisted in 1965-1970 but the channelized flow was halved and, most importantly, the area experienced a turn-around with respect to Memphis. The northern part of this SEA borders on Tennessee and the exurban migration from Memphis was sufficient in this part of the SEA to reduce significantly the net out-migration of the entire SEA. It also was probably a major contributor to the subsequent migration turn-around in the 1970's. Thus the area has been a beneficiary of a good location—one near enough to a metropolitan place to profit from its exurban migration.

In contrast to the migration fields of Arkansas 9 and Mississippi 1 and 2 are just examples, but the dynamics of their migration fields illustrate important trends. In the South, in general, most largely white counties as well as some majority black counties experienced reversals because of their locations near large cities—and net migration to these cities showed distinct reversals. Others had some channelized flows persisting with some newly created streams from major cities within or outside of the region. A few others had clear return flows. In any case, those places in the South which are experiencing significant net in-migrations have in the past experienced distinct observable changes in their migration fields.

Migration Down the Urban Hierarchy

The third important type of migration trend concerns migration among metropolitan areas. By the 1940's and 1950's the majority of total nonlocal migration by the
white population of the U.S. was among metropolitan areas. By the late 1950s this was true for black migration as well (Tilly, 1968). In both cases, the long-term migration to metropolitan areas had been exceeded by movement between them because of the depletion of nonmetropolitan population numbers and the great increase in proportion of the population (and hence potential migrants) in the metropolitan areas. Prior to the middle 1960s, the tendency was for the net exchange of urban migrants to be toward successively larger metropolitan places.

More recently, the tendency is for a net exchange down the urban size hierarchy. This can be observed at the national scale. The largest metropolitan areas such as New York and Chicago typically are losing population to such smaller metropolitan places in various regions as Kansas City, Philadelphia, Minneapolis St. Paul, and Atlanta. There are major exceptions to this trend, but there has been an increase in observable cases of such net exchanges. This is also the tendency at the regional scale, as many major cities now lose migrants to smaller metropolitan areas in their respective regions. Table 5 illustrates this for Chicago and its migration ties with the other six metropolitan SEA's within the state of Illinois, 1955-1960 and 1965-1970. Chicago was gaining from four of them in the earlier period, but lost to all but one in 1965-1970. The reversals, although not large in terms of net migration, often represented fairly substantial percentage increases in the out-migration streams from Chicago. Migration from Chicago to Rockford, for example, increased from 3,337 to 4,600 (an increase of over thirty-seven percent). Similarly, flows to Peoria went up from 3,012 to 4,851, and to Springfield from 1,205 and 2,405. The reverse flows to Chicago did not increase enough to prevent the reversal of net flows.

Reasons for this trend are not unlike those for other recent reversals in migration patterns. Industrial growth, has been greater in small metropolitan areas than in large ones—a part of the overall decentralization of industry in the U.S. The perceived metropolitan “push” factor related to crime, fiscal problems, and so forth, is probably greater among residents of larger metropolitan areas—the response is often a move to a smaller metropolitan area. Smaller metropolitan areas represent alternatives where adequate employment opportunities are available. They, of course, have their own exurban environments that are possible destinations for persons moving down the urban hierarchy. Small towns and rural nonfarm places are growing around smaller metropolitan areas such as Peoria, Springfield, and Rockford, as well as around Topeka and Wichita, Kansas (Figure 12).

### Table 5. Migration Between the Chicago SEA and Other Metropolitan SEA's in Illinois, 1955-1960 and 1965-1970

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Economic Area</th>
<th>1955-1960 To Chicago</th>
<th>From Chicago</th>
<th>Chicago net Gain (+) or Loss (−)</th>
<th>1965-1970 To Chicago</th>
<th>From Chicago</th>
<th>Chicago net Gain (+) or Loss (−)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock Island-Moline</td>
<td>1,663</td>
<td>1,691</td>
<td>−98</td>
<td>1,801</td>
<td>1,713</td>
<td>+88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockford</td>
<td>2,383</td>
<td>3,337</td>
<td>+954</td>
<td>3,105</td>
<td>4,600</td>
<td>−1,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peoria</td>
<td>2,872</td>
<td>3,012</td>
<td>−140</td>
<td>3,818</td>
<td>4,851</td>
<td>−1,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>1,944</td>
<td>1,205</td>
<td>+739</td>
<td>1,819</td>
<td>2,405</td>
<td>−586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E St Louis</td>
<td>2,707</td>
<td>1,551</td>
<td>+1,156</td>
<td>2,549</td>
<td>2,807</td>
<td>−258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decatur</td>
<td>1,251</td>
<td>971</td>
<td>+280</td>
<td>1,671</td>
<td>1,760</td>
<td>−99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### IX. Regional Case Studies

**Case Studies Using Aggregate Migration Data.**

To illustrate many of the important migration concepts accounting for recent population changes, we will examine aggregate migration trends in two regions that are newly experiencing growth following decades of steady or declining population. First are the northern New England states of Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine, whose population growth has, until recently, been lagging behind that of the nation as a whole and whose rural areas have had depopulation through large out-migration streams typical of many relatively depressed rural areas in the U.S.28 Net migration by county for 1960-1970, shown in Figure 15, is mapped on a per year basis and shows that most counties in Maine, plus several in northern Vermont and New Hampshire, see Lewis (1972) for a discussion of the population trends in the area during the twentieth century.
were still losing population through migration. This area of net out-migration had shrunken to a two county area by the 1970-1974 period. For the first time in many decades, almost all areas within the three states were experiencing net in-migration.

Major growth areas (those having a net in-migration of at least 500 persons per year) expanded considerably in two fairly distinct spatial patterns. A growth axis covering most of the state of New Hampshire, and an axis of growth along the Maine coast. Not coincidentally these two areas straddle two major interstate highways radiating from the Boston metropolitan area. There has been considerably improved access to Boston, and other major urban centers of the East, which in turn has enhanced exurban growth (evident in 1960-1970 in two counties in southern New Hampshire that had been growing partly because of tax advantages for industry in the state). There has been a boost to both the winter and summer tourist activities, which have provided new employment opportunities and have been the antecedent to later in-migration.

The various amenities of the Maine coast axis and the New Hampshire axis are the main attractions. With more and more retirees and others choosing to move to amenity areas, such areas in New England with the best accessibility were the first to feel the population growth.

Parts of northern New England (especially the skiing regions in central and southern Vermont and New Hampshire) are now actually populated by more people than census figures might have us believe. There are essentially three populations that share these locales, permanent year-round residents, winter residents who cluster near winter sport opportunities, and summer residents many of whom live in Boston or other parts of Megalopolis. We can be reasonably sure that the year-round residents are counted in census data, but the others—may or may not be. The second home phenomenon has been particularly important to the growth of such areas within the region. More and more persons have been acquiring homes, usually for summer use as a retreat from the urban areas of the East—many of these, in turn, have been converted to year-round homes (or nearly so), as their owners retire or otherwise make the decision to move from an urban place. The improved interstate access has been a catalyst to this sector of population growth because many places were very difficult to reach in the winter. A similar phenomenon is observable for most of the rural hilly or mountainous margins of Megalopolis, as well as for numerous areas with good access to large population centers.

Additional factors important to the reversal of the region are not unlike those of most areas of nonmetropolitan revival. They include recent growth of industry in relatively isolated places (e.g., Burlington, Vermont) and those with access to metropolitan places (e.g., southern New Hampshire), and some areas with educational institutions. Burlington has been attracting migrants for some time as a result of a combination of both of these factors.

The second case study area is the state of Arkansas, a region which has been much less influenced by accessibility to large population centers. It was chosen because it includes both very rapidly growing places and areas of continuing decline—it is a microcosm, to a considerable extent, of the overall population change patterns in the entire South. In the 1960-1970 period, only six counties gained more than 500 persons per year through migration (Figure 16). These included the Fayetteville area in the northwest corner and the Little Rock area (homes of the major state university and state capital, respectively), and two counties elsewhere in the Ozark hill region in northern and western Arkansas. The area of migration loss covered the entire southern and eastern portions of the state. By 1970-1974, the major growth region had expanded and the loss region contracted.

Reasons for these changing spatial patterns are related to the contrasting character of the northwestern and southeastern parts of the state. The northern and western parts have been growing partly through the recreation/amenity lure of the Ozarks which for decades had been losing population, but had in the 1960's become one of the first such regions in the U.S. to show a migration reversal. Although not seen in Figure 15, Lewis (1972) discusses the major factors contributing to recent growth in northern New England, including accessibility, second homes, manufacturing, recreation, and educational institutions.
virtually all of the counties in northwestern Arkansas drew a significant net in-migration of persons in the over sixty-four age cohort during the 1960's, while most were still experiencing net out-migration in other age cohorts (except a few university areas which had net in-migrations in the young adult cohorts) (Bowles et al., 1975). Thus persons in the retirement stage of the life cycle were forerunners of the later migration turn-around for all age groups.

As we demonstrated earlier, new and return migration streams along with the decline of major out-migration streams have been the aggregate migration patterns affecting the area. Many retirees and others employed in service sector jobs have moved in, drawn in part by major reservoir projects and associated recreation developments across the northern part of the state, some dating back to the early 1950's. Industry has also enhanced the attraction to the area, especially near the Arkansas River navigation project. In short, all of the factors drawing migrants to relatively isolated nonmetropolitan areas discussed earlier come together in this region.

In southeast Arkansas the economy is still largely agricultural and the majority population is black. As in many black areas of the South with the traditional plantation economy and relatively few recreation/amenity developments, this area is not attracting new migrants or new migration streams, nor has the out-migration been reduced enough yet to create a migration reversal.

Migration to Harrison, Arkansas: A Case Study Using Individual Survey Data

In order to learn more about the decision-making process that takes migrants to relatively isolated places, this section reports briefly on the results of interviews with recent migrants to Harrison, Arkansas. During the summer of 1976, 210 persons who migrated into Harrison since 1970, identified through several methods including the Welcome Wagon representative and municipal water records, were asked about their reasons for moving, their search spaces, and their reasons for picking Harrison.

Several characteristics of Harrison make it an excellent case study setting: it is located in the scenic Ozark region of northern Arkansas and is near numerous recreation facilities. With a 1975 population of about 9000, it has become a center for business and government activity in the northern part of the state, and has been attracting industry partly because industrial decision-makers are attracted to the amenities of the region. Whereas Harrison is not exclusively a retirement community, as are several towns nearby, many retirees have settled there because it is one of the larger towns and has shopping and other desirable facilities. In effect, Harrison is a microcosm of the growing Ozark region and perhaps quite representative of the many nonmetropolitan places in the U.S. experiencing significant growth. As a consequence there is not just one type of migrant attracted to Harrison; instead, the several types contributing to the growth of the Ozarks and other nonmetropolitan places are all represented.

The 210 migrants came from twenty-eight different states, but the in-migration field was dominated by Arkansas (forty migrants), Illinois (twenty-four), California (twenty-three), Missouri (eighteen), Iowa (sixteen), and Texas (fourteen). Reasons for migrating confirm the idea that Harrison has a diversity of newcomers. Job transfers accounted for forty-five (21.4 percent) of the migrants. These persons came with either one of the newly established industries in Harrison or with a state agency. Seventy-one (33.8 percent) were retirees choosing the Ozarks for amenities such as climate and Harrison in particular for its services. Ninety-four (44.8 percent) moved for other reasons—to look for a job, to establish a business, or to return to the place of birth.

These three categories—transfers, retirees, and others—contrast in terms of their locational decisions. Seventy-six percent of the transfers had no previous experience with the Ozark area. The other two groups had extensive experience to help in their locational decisions, including previous residence, vacation experience or having relatives there. About thirty percent of the retirees had lived there previously, the highest of the three groups, and another sixty percent had other experience with the Ozarks.

The interviews and the analysis for this section were done by Fred M. Shelley, University of Illinois, whose help is gratefully acknowledged.8

8 Local Chamber of Commerce and municipal officials claim that many industries are turned away each year, in effect, Harrison picks the "cream of the crop."
As might be expected the search spaces contrasted—from the typical one-place search space of the transferee to a variety in the size and nature of the search spaces of the other groups. Retirees tended to search elsewhere within the Ozarks (partly corresponding to their vacation experiences), whereas other migrants had even more dispersed search spaces. These search processes are reflected in the aggregate in-migration on fields of each migrant group. Of job transferees, forty-two percent came from elsewhere in Arkansas especially outside the Ozark region, many being employees of the state. The remainder came from scattered locations all over the country, especially large cities from which industrial plants had moved. Most retirees came from either the Midwest especially Iowa and the Chicago area in Illinois (corresponding with a major source area of tourists to the Ozarks), or California. The latter were typically return migrants, having moved to the West Coast decades ago as a part of the important Ozark out-migration stream to the coast. The migration field of other migrants had no distinctive pattern, but had greater representation from the neighboring states of Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. The economic opportunities in Harrison had become generally known in these areas.

In sum, the three types of migrants display different previous levels of knowledge of the destination area, have different types of search spaces, and of course chose Harrison for different reasons. The appearance of all three types of migrants at one destination is not atypical. Many nonmetropolitan communities are growing as a result of the ability to attract a variety of migrants.

**X. PROSPECT**

**Impacts of New Migration Patterns**

Recent migration patterns are having impacts upon places of both origin and destination of migration streams. We will discuss some of these impacts upon 1) central cities of metropolitan areas that continue to have large net out-migrations, 2) entire metropolitan systems within which populations are gradually dispersing, and 3) small towns and rural areas that have recently experienced rapid growth through migration.

Central cities are losing migrants to virtually everywhere—the suburbs and exurban places as well as more distant metropolitan and nonmetropolitan places. Especially being depleted are middle- and upper-middle-income white populations. Attempts to retain people or attract them back have met with only little success. In most cities there are apartment districts that have retained or attracted young adults, singles or couples, who are in a stage of the life cycle when the attractions of city life outweigh the problems. Upon graduation to the family life cycle stage, however, a move to suburban environments is the rule. Similarly, many cities have districts in which upper-middle- and upper-income elderly or retired persons prefer apartment life in the city. Areas of historic or architectural significance have also attracted or retained people in various life cycle stages, but usually of relatively high income.

Efforts to keep persons of a wider range of incomes and life cycle stages include a few urban homesteading programs. They offer, at little or no cost, city or federally owned homes to people who are willing to live in them for a minimum time period and who will invest in the renewal of the home. Homesteading has had a modest start, is plagued with political problems, and has had little effect so far upon population movements within urban areas. Yet it has potential for reducing central city net out-migration.

The results of this net out-migration, coupled with the out-migration of business and industry, are that tax bases in central cities tend to decline. Yet they are still expected to provide various services to the people of the metropolitan area, including mass transportation and freeways, and cultural attractions such as museums and zoos. The resultant fiscal problems of many large and medium-sized central cities is one of the major urban problems of the 1970's.

We can observe further impacts by broadening our geographic perspective to entire metropolitan areas and neighboring exurban environments. As both people and activities (job and shopping, for example) disperse, the ability of mass transportation systems to serve the population adequately is reduced. A dependence upon the automobile has been intensifying, a trend which has important implications to society, in general, including energy consumption. The concurrent lack of dispersal of minority and poor populations is causing many metropolitan areas to become dichotomized into contrasting populations in central cities versus suburbs. Continued efforts toward metropolitan unity in matters of schools, government, and transportation are strongly affected by this dichotomy.

Small towns, either in exurban regions or in more isolated locations, feel the effect of recent migration patterns. On the positive side, many people in such places have been dreaming of renewed growth and development for decades during which stagnation and net out-migration could not be avoided. "Growth" and its associated business opportunities were to many residents a dream—but when it comes, many small towns have difficulty coping with it. A sudden influx of mi-
What Will Future Migration Patterns Be?

Will the migration trends of the 1970's continue into the 1980's? Will there be significant new migration streams that we cannot anticipate at this time? To address these questions, we will go back to the basic decision-making process and consider, in turn, the probable trends in decisions to move and in locational choices.

How will decisions to move change in the 1980's? We know that the number of persons in the over sixty-five age cohort, and even more the numbers of persons in retirement, will increase rapidly in the 1980's. Hence the number of persons "free" to move will increase and their ability and desire to make that decision will not likely diminish. This, because costs of living will always be important to persons on fixed incomes and migration is one of the ways to reduce those costs. Also, the perceived problems of urban areas are not likely to diminish, meaning that the "push" of metropolitan areas will still affect retirees, and the "pull" of small towns and rural living should remain an important locational preference.

These perceived pushes and pulls are also likely to affect many persons in other life cycle stages. They may increasingly apply to suburban areas in addition to central cities, as awareness of problems in suburban areas emerges. In sum, there is reason to believe that there will be a continuation, and perhaps an increase, of many of the types of decisions to move that characterized the early 1970's. Major changes in the economy might modify the migration tendencies of persons whose decision-making is tied to business and industry—such changes are more likely to affect the decision where to move.

Where will people be migrating in the 1980's? Surely the major streams between metropolitan areas will continue, as the majority of the population and economic activities will be contained therein (although more dispersed within). But the dispersal of industry to places outside of metropolitan influence may or may not continue at the same rate. Some attribute this dispersal to the downturn of the economy in the early 1970's—whether or not a change in the economy will slow down the dispersal is debatable, but there is not likely to be a reversal to concentration partly because gradual dispersal of the population has meant dispersal of markets to which industry and business are closely tied. Moreover, industrial decision-makers are not likely to reverse their use of personal preferences or amenity locations for many types of plants. But this dispersal will remain gradual and the ties to metropolitan areas or their peripheries for a majority of migrant locational decisions are likely to continue.

Unless there are severe gasoline shortages and/or major price increases, the population is likely to continue its wandering ways for vacations as leisure time increases. Thus, the attractions of amenity, recreation areas for job seekers, retirees, and persons wanting to establish businesses should continue. The convergence of vacation spatial patterns and migration spatial patterns will not reverse itself.

This all argues for an extension through the 1980's of roughly the same migration patterns of the 1970's. What possible new or markedly changing migration streams might occur? First, there are rapidly increasing numbers of nonmetropolitan-born persons (especially Southern-born) reaching retirement age in major metropolitan areas, products of the great urban-bound migrations of the thirties, forties, and fifties. Some have retirement incomes that are adequate enough to make it possible for them to move. Because of their family and friendship ties, they are likely to decide to move "back home." Return migration, then, may dramatically increase, both to nonmetropolitan areas already experiencing some growth and to areas that are still experiencing net out-migration. This should include migration of whites to many nonmetropolitan areas and of blacks to the South.

Secondly, migration streams may be a function of institutional decisions. In a society with a continuing large governmental employment sector, the location decisions for major federal employment installations, military and otherwise, will have important impacts upon overall migration patterns. The decisions may be at the whims of pork-barrel legislators or other government decision-making structures which have had little concern as yet for impacts upon population distribution. Hence, they will be hard to predict. One trend could be a modest decline in major state university towns as prime attractors of migrants, since their greatest period of growth may be at an end.

Overall, the signs point to a general continuation of the patterns established in the 1960's and very observable in the early 1970's, trends which are consistent with recent population movements in other developed countries of the world. There should be continued preference for nonmetropolitan places, and the ability to act upon those preferences will quite likely increase.
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